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First a little about me – Isn’t it always?



A story – The Captain’s Parrot

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am happy to say that cruise ships have returned to our shores again after a two year hiatus so though that it would be appropriate to tell a story about a cruise ship and the captains parrot.    As is usual the cruise ship had onboard a magician.  Unfortunately the captain parrot would watch the show and give away his trick by shouting out the rabbits under the tabe or the cards went uo his sleeve.  Over time of course the magician came to hate the parrot  but as it was the captains parrot could not do anything about it.  Well as things worked out there was an accident and the vessels sank (obviously this was not a cruise ship with a pilot on board).   As luck would have it the parrot and the magician ended up in the same raft.  They sat on their respective sdes and glared at each other.  This went on for two days and on thethird day the parrpt final screamed out all tright allright I give up what did you do with the friggin ship.



In the Beginning

Article XXII f the Rules of Oleron Circa - 1266
If a pilot undertake the conduct of a 

vessel, to bring her to St Malo, or any other
port, and fail in his duty therein, so as the

vessel miscarry by reason of his ignorance in
what he undertook, and the merchants sustain

damage thereby, he shall be obliged to make
full satisfaction for the same, if he hath
wherewithal: and if not, lose his head.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I also wanted to share this with you which is date 1266.  Two things that I want to draw your attention to here are firstly that pilots are certsinly one of the oldest proffessions in the world and secondly they are no longer beheaded although I am sure that there are a few out there who wish that this was still true.



Training
 1999 – Annual expenditure 

$125,000
 Incidents – 35 plus per annum

 2009 – Annual expenditure 
$600,000

 Incidents – low teens

 Today – Annual expenditure 
$750,000

 Incidents – average of 6 per year

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what has changed in the twenty years that I have been with pilotage.  The first is the level of commitment the PPA and Pilots have to training,   That commitment is evident in expenditure on formal training to the joint venture we have with the BC Coast Pilots in the development and running of our Simulator.   At present we are in the ptocess of upgrading to three simulators which will enble us to work with the tug operators in joint escort and docking exercises.



Ship Model Training
 Warsash (UK) apprentices

 Port Revel (France) advanced 
ship handling and emergency 
maneuvers 

 Ilawa (Poland), also 
advanced and emergency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are the three ship model facilities that are used for the various courses frombasic ship handling for the apprentices to the more advanced maneuvers at Port Revel and Illawa,



Apprenticeship
 1999 – 6 months

 2012 – Increased to minimum 
9 months up to 24 months

 Apprentice training
 1999 

○ 7-day ship model
○ 7-day simulator

 Present – as above plus:
○ BRM-P training
○ Tethered tug training
○ ECDIS training
○ Azipod training, to name a few

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The apprentice program had also changed with a required to complete a certain number of familiarization trips before writing the exam, an increase in the training period as well as the addition of a number of other course that were not previously part of the training.



Tugs and Propulsion Systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As most everyone in the marine industry knows the size of vessels calling on our shores have been increasing exponentially over the last 15 years.  On average the vessel six=ze increased by 6% per annum between 2005 amd 2018.  Since then it has started to stabilize.   With this increase in vessel size and no imrovements to the infrastructure for berthing these vessels such as improved fendering or longer docks it was an accident waiting to happen but soemthinge else changed and that was the investment in bigger more maneuverable tugs in the ports.  Without those capital improvements things might not have gione as well as they did.  So a big shout out to Seaspan and that time Smit (now SAAB) for taking the initiative and risking the investment.   It was a game chnager on so many fronts including our ability to handle tanker movement through Second Narrows in a much safer fashion.   



Liability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Something else tht has changed is the criminalization of seafarers and the many conservation measures that have to be taken into consideration during the normal course of duty



Challenges

• Anti-energy sector
• New classes of vessels
• Manpower
• Indigenous expectations
• Pilotage Act amendments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As mentioned yesterday manpower is a challenge and when 50% of our population are not considering or participating in this field we are missing out on an entire grouping.  Recently I spoke to two groups of students at Wellington Secondary in Nanaimo.  There were almost a hundred young adults in attendance but only one know about our business.  On the plus side after my presentatuons it was the girls who had more questions.   I do think that we all need to wok together to resolve this issue and while I certainly agree with you that we take your officers into our group I do feel that if we all worked together and had pilotage as something to strive for it might well mean a more committed and valuable officer while they were with your companies. 



Pilotage Act amendments
 The good

 The clear statement under section 
2 of the Act on the purpose

 The increase in fines for 
contravening the Act

 The ability to set fees without 
going through governor in council 
approval

 The ability to charge for services 
other than pilotage

 The introduction of a mandatory 
management system

 The not so good
 Loss of regulatory authority
 The fact that some of the 

regulations do not belong with the 
minister and should have remained 
with the Authority

 The increase in time required for 
things that we were able to do in a 
day now taking two or more weeks

Overall impression: good; but will require patience and working together 
through the teething problems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speak about the waivers.



The Future?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inclosing is this where pilotage and the industry is headed.  Will a pilot one day go to work in a simulator and assume control of an unmanned ship as it enters our waters.  Whie I certainly do not see this happening in my lifetime I do think that it will come and we need to be prepared to embrace it or we run the risk of missing out on an opportunity. 



Another Parrot Story? 

Thanks for listening!

PARROT IS ANGRY
NO! POLLY DOES NOT WANT ANOTHER #!@*&% CRACKER!!!
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